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Address Pujiang County Dong Jie Crystal Handicrafts Factory 
N0.168 shuijing Road, Pujiang county 
Zhejiang Province

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Dongjie crystal main production processing making to order wholesale quartz awarding cup, the crystal key buckle, the crystal ashtray, the crystal pen
place, in the quartz carves, the crystal bead, the crystal phantom, the crystal phantom half-finished product, the crystal medal, the crystal vase, the
digital quartz phantom, the crystal pen container, the crystal perfume place, the crystal Christmas present and so on each kind of crystal present as
well as the glass liquor bottle cap, the glass jar, the crystal phantom consume the material wholesale.

Its production crystal handicraft modelling novel unique, elegant natural artistic, suits in each kind of commercial, the conference affair, the advertising
gift, the Christmas present, the ornaments, the ornament, the conference celebration complimentary gift, sets up the corporate image promotion, each
kind of promotion souvenir, the significant celebration´s first choice souvenir and presents relatives and friends´ most unique lofty present, this Si Ke
needs to ask the making to order product according to the customer, satisfies various levels the demand. Welcome the blueprint making to order
processing, treats the customer which by the actual benefit price each position comes to consult!

OBJECTIVE:

“high-quality goods, good faith, materially beneficial”. Makes the high-quality goods quartz, foundation of the good good faith!
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